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PHYSICS OF THE AIR
Halos of Unusual Radii.—Various halos, circular about the sun or moon, and differing in size from those already discussed, have occasionally been reported.1 The radii of five of these have been measured, and have been found to be, approximately, 8° (theodolite2), 17° (plane table method3, and theodolite4), 19° (plane table method3), 24° (mercury basin5), and 32° respectively. Several estimates, not measurements,
differing more or less from the above, have also been given, probably erroneous, or, possibly, referring to coronas.
Halos of this kind, doubtless, are due to fortuitously oriented pyramidal crystals; whether truncated or pointed, and with or without columns between the pyramidal ends. Such a pointed, bipyramidal crystal, with an intervening hexagonal column (a well-known type) is represented by Fig. 207. Light, obviously, can pass through this crystal in various directions. Those courses that offer refraction, and, hence, produce halos, are listed in the accompanying table, in which the numerical values correspond to an inclination of 24° 51' of a pyramidal face to the longitudinal axis, a value assumed for the reasons given in the discussion above of the halo of 90°.
In this table, the meanings are: Incidence face, that face of the crystal through which the ray in question passes in; exit face, that face of the crystal through which the given ray passes out; refraction angle, the dihedral angle between the incidence and exit faces, extended; minimum deviation, the least difference in direction between the incident and exit branches of any single ray—the deviation corresponding to maximum light, hence, the angular radius of a particular halo.
The pairs of faces listed in this table are merely typical since, obviously, a change in either face of any pair merely requires a corresponding change in the other.
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FIG. 207.—Production of halos of unusual radii.

